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- The sameas.cc identity graph:  
> extracted from 2015 LOD Laundromat crawl (38B triples in 650K RDF files) 
> 558M triples & 179M entities 

Connected components (CC) 
> 49M Connected Components (CCs) 
> the largest CC: 178K entities 

Error rate  
> error rate estimated around 3%[1], around 20% [2] 
> MetaLink (error degree) using the Louvain algorithm 

- UNA: the Unique Name Assumption

IDENTITY CRISIS IN THE SEMANTIC WEB
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[1] Aidan Hogan et al. “Scalable and distributed methods for entity matching, consolidation and disambiguation over linked data corpora”.

[2] Joe Raad. “Identity Management in Knowledge Graphs”. doctoral dissertation. PhD thesis. University of Paris-Saclay, 2018.



RELATED WORK & MOTIVATION &
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Related work: 

1) Content-based approach 
would fail at this scale 

2) Graph/network algorithm: new 
attempts that could be evaluated 

3) Inconsistency-based approach 
worth more exploration 

Motivation:  

Discovering new information that can 
be used for refinement 

Semantic web is more than just nodes 
and links but semantics!



RESEARCH QUESTIONS
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RQ1: How can we define a UNA for large integrated 
knowledge graphs? 

RQ2: How do we validate various definitions of the UNA? 

RQ3: Can the UNA give a reliable indication of errors in 
practice? 

RQ4: Can we develop an efficient UNA-based algorithm 
for refinement? 

RQ5: Is it possible to improve the results using additional 
information? 

Define UNA

How to validate

Measure errors by inconsistency using UNA

Algorithm

Improve the algorithm



The Unique Name Assumption (UNA) 
supposes that two terms with distinct 
identifiers from the same knowledge 
base do not refer to the same real-
world entity.

INCONSISTENCY & UNIQUE NAME ASSUMPTION
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UNIQUE NAME ASSUMPTION
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UNA fails for large knowledge bases with redundant IRIs that capture  
• various encodings  
• languages 
• namespaces  
• versions 
• letter cases

Semantic web has some network dynamics



Internal Unique Name Assumption (iUNA) 
UNA + the following exceptions: 

- redirection (version, namespace updates, 
dynamics, letter cases) 
- a dead node, not found, unresolvable, 
redirects until reaching some error or has a 
timeout error while resolving 
- percent encoded/decoded

A NEW UNA DEFINITION
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Naive Unique Name 
Assumption (nUNA) [3] 
Quasi Unique Name 
Assumption (qUNA) [4] v.s.

[3] Andre Valdestilhas et al. “CEDAL: Time-Efficient Detection of Erroneous Links in Large-Scale Link Repositories”.
[4] Gerard de Melo. “Not Quite the Same: Identity Constraints for the Web of Linked Data



ALGORITHM
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Provenance:  
rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdfs:label 
rdfs:comment

SMT 
solver

Sample some pairs 
Collect pairs violating 
UNA 
Find shortest path 
between such pairs 

Encode paths as  
"at least one edge is wrong”

Decode edges 
to remove

Encode each edge 
with propositional variable

Input graph (a CC) Output graph (a CC)



Gold standard 
• manually annotated IRIs from 28 CCs (max 1K nodes each) 
• 8,394 entities (with 232,311 links) 
• 987 entities (11.75%) annotated as `unknown'. 
• estimate the error rate to be between 1.58% and 9.98%. 

GOLD STANDARD
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Manually annotated 
gold standard (yellow = unknown)



Precision and recall is 
not enough. 

EVALUATION
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0.122 0.671Best performance



S: Significance: How many times it 
appears in the files of LOD Laundromat.  

D: Among the erroneous edges in the 
gold, 38% involve at least one entity about 
disambiguation 
After removing 501 disambiguation entities, the largest connected 

component is reduced from 178K to 83K entities (a reduction of 53.4%). 

IMPROVING THE RESULTS WITH ADDITIONAL INFO

12 0.122 0.671Best performance without S,D



Civil registries (18th century Dutch data): 
   - If two people are from the same family, born in different years, have 

different parents, they should not be identical. 
[coming soon @ ESHD’23 Conference] 

Concept drifting in music KGs / language evolution 

    - Music Meta Ontology [a1 -> a2-> a3 -> a4 -> a5] 

    -  Much smaller CCs 

[Idea for future collaboration with U’Bologna] 

And more…

ADAPTING OUR APPROACH FOR DOMAIN-SPECIFIC PROBLEMS
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Different enough

b1 b2



Thank you 
Open source code: https://github.com/shuaiwangvu/sameAs-iUNA 
Data: https://zenodo.org/record/7765113 
DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.7765113 

Reach out for more details and discussion: shuai.wang@vu.nl 
 

Stay tuned for the new sameas.cc !

Redirection (multiple steps)

Encoding 
Equivalence

UNA

Version

String similarity

DistanceReachability

Multilingual

Rules

Namespace updates

GCN, RDF2Vec
Walks

Disambiguation 

Owl:differentFrom/seeAlso

Dead nodes

Letter cases

https://github.com/shuaiwangvu/sameAs-iUNA
https://zenodo.org/record/7765113
mailto:shuai.wang@vu.nl


Backup slides

Refining the results

- many singletons left after refinement

- lack of understanding of context

- move their neighbours

- link the singletons back to the graph
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Backup slides

Weight distribution 

Weighted sameas.cc graph

Are those removed links with 
lower weights?
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Source of error

Ambiguity in multilingual labels. 

Automated processing of information (blindly include edges in transitive 
closure) 

Duplication in datasets 

DBpedia’s disambiguation: in our gold standard, we found that among the 
3,678 erroneous edges, only 5 entities have multiple label-like or 
comment-like sources. This indicates that redundancy is not the direct 
cause of the error.  
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